
Trinity May 2021 
Commencement
• Concept for Outside Diploma Distribution Ceremony

• Note:  The ongoing pandemic conditions make it impossible to conduct 
a full commencement ceremony in May 2021.  Trinity has created this 
concept for an outdoor diploma distribution ceremony that will accompany 
the virtual graduation events for each academic unit.  

• The virtual graduation events will take place on May 18-19-20 on a 
schedule to be announced.  These are ceremonies that take place on 
zoom, that give graduate and families a chance to participate and speak.

• The outdoor diploma distribution ceremonies will take place as 
follows:

• Friday, May 21, 5 pm for graduates in PGS (including SPS, BGS and EDU)

• Saturday, May 22, 10 am for CAS

• Saturday, May 22, 2 pm for NHP
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Stop #1:
Cars: Check-in to 
verify on grad 
list.

If the car is not part of the graduation 
group, then staff direct the driver up 
Kerby road to exit onto 4th Street

Stop #2:
Name check and entered 
onto announcement list, 
placard with name affixed 
to side of car and grad also 
gets a placard

Stop #3:
The big moment!  Grad gets 
out of car, Provost Ocampo 
announces name, grad 
walks up left-hand walkway, 
gets diploma, poses for 
photos, exits on right-hand 
walkway, gets back into car 
and drives out.

Graduation cars enter 
onto Cuvilly Driveway

Graduation cars  turn right onto Michigan, 
do not try to cross traffic with a left turn.

Graduation Parade proceeds 
around behind Cuvilly and past 
the tennis courts to the Trinity 
Center parking lot…

Walkers

Walkers:
Grads arriving by bus, drop-off, walk-ins ---
check-in table will be on the front lawn and 
you will be placed into the diploma line

Graduation Parade Diagram:
Cars enter on Cuvilly Drive, parade around campus, 
stop in front of the library where the graduate gets 
out, name is called, walks up to get diploma, photos, 
then exits back to car



Grad exits car ; Provost 
calls name,  Grad  walks 

up this side….

Diploma placed on table… 
Grad picks up diploma....

President 
congratulates, 

photos taken….

Happy grad walks down 
this aisle to car & leaves….

President

Enrollment 
Staff

Provost at 
podium

Trinity photographer



1. Grad gets out of car and waits for name announcement
2. Provost Ocampo announces name
3. Grad walks up the left-side aisle
4. Grad stops at diploma table to pick up diploma that will be on the edge of the table
5. Grad walks over to President McGuire for photo
6. Grad exits down the right-side aisle, gets into car and departs
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